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1. Project Basic Information
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

Project title
Activity number
Name of the appiicant
Date of the financing agreement
Project duration
Project total budget
NRO financial contribution

Inciusive access to and sustainable management of
land and water resources
4000000025
UNiON OFAGRICULTURE WORK COMMITrEES (UAWC)
jauuaiy31 2017
47 months
15261,293 $
13,000,000 $

PROJECT LEADER
Institution Name
Telephone [Officej
E-mail
Web site

Union of Agricultural WorkCommittees
+970 2 242 1713

hifo(iiiawcpal.org___
www.uawc- paLorg

PROJECT PARTNERS

liistitution Name
Itistitution Name
Institution Name

Palestinian Hydrology Groups j PHG
Lands Research Center 1 LRC
Economic & Social Development Center

PROJECT ASSOCIATE PARTNERS

Institution Name
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2. Executive Summary
This report covers the main achievements of the project from january-December 2019, as
well as the main lessons learned, best practices, risks & challenges, Israeli violations, and the
success stones that happened throughout this year.
Socio-economic Impact Also, this report presents an analytical perspective on the socio
economic impact of the project. The study that targeted a raridomly selected 15 locations that
showed a high positively socio-economic impact on the direct & indirect beneficiaries.
-

A full report on the socio-economic impact is annexed.
Potential Effectiveness According to the perspective analysis of the project objectives
indicators, there is high potential to achieve the project short-term outcomes, and a high
possibility to be sustainable, which, in turn, ensures achieving the intended long-term project
overall objectives.
-

National Strategic Objective The project was in line with the Ministry of Agriculture
Strategic Plan through the contribution of three strategic objectives out of five. In specific, the
project contributed in 19 strategic outputs.
—

A full table of the project contribution in this National Plan is inciuded in the report.
Besides, the Seed Bank contributed significantly in the land development
including, but not limited to: 46.5 dunums were cultivated by local seeds, 1,384 male and
female farmers were provided with summer and winter local seeds; 2 new agricultural
techniques were introduced to 2 agricultural women CBOs; and Hedge Mustard, Lettuce,
Garlic and thyme were all planted and reproduced.
Seeds Bank

-

Based on the project record, the project interventions covered all
Palestinian governorates in the West Bank
Lintil December 2019, the
project targeted a total of 13,3 18 direct beneficiaries and developed a total of 38,376 donums
while 29,160 M
3 of harvested water from all project interventions.
Main Facts & Figures
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Best Practices The report indicated, throughout this years’ experience, various best
practices inciuding mainly: the community fïnancial contribution, the solar-powered water
pump system, the customized reproduction unit for each type of seeds, and others.
-

Challenges & Obstacles

On the other hands, the project faced many challenges and risks
throughout this year. The majority of them were caused bythe lsraeli Authorities and settiers.
They are mainly the Israeli violations & aggression against the project deliverables and
farmers’ properties. the project farmers and deliverables experienced S stop-working order,
of them one is an oral order, and 4 aggressions against farmer’s properties, as well as
cornification actions by Israeli authorities and settiers, of them, 75% of aggressions were
focusedin
-

In addition, the owuers of the Area C lands are facing significant challenges in issuing their
Ownership documents from the Israeli Authorities. According to the Israeli regulations and
restrictions: “the area C land owner can’t register more than 20% of the lands that the farmer
beneficiary owns.
Therefore, the report recommendations focused mainly on the importance of international
pressure against lsraeli violation & aggression; in addition to other considerable
recommendations such as the importance of identifying more innovative & efficient
innervations in the future.
SEFSEC study with regard to the SEFSEC component, the first survey of SEFSEC 2018 was
conducted and a draft study was delivered by MAS Research Institute. The second round of
SEFSEC survey 2020 is planned to start in March 2020.
—

Mid-Evaluation Review
Finally, for the period between April-June, 2019, 2 external
evaluators, contracted through by the NRO, were mandated to evaluate the project
implementation and achievement. The overall results of the review were considerably
positive. The review was shared with all partners and discussed during the last steering
committee meeting, held in October 2019.
—
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3. Summary of Project Objectives & Main Interventions
3.1.

Project Objectives

The project employs three interrelated and complementary components aimed to
contribute to the increasing of food security of Palestinians living in the West Bank; It
is structured and deals with the following components:
A. Land & Water Resource Developmerit and Access to sustainable agricultural
infrastructure.
B. The Development of the Local Seed Bank, to help Palestinian farmers adjust to
climate change and to preserve local genetic resources.
C. The Socio-Economic and Food Security (SEFSec) survey, which is conducted by the
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) with support from FAO and UAWC.
These components reflect a deeper investment into the eradication and fight against
food insecurity in the Palestinian context. As it covers a broad scope of activities from
providing agricultural infrastructure also to support research into the status and
causes of food insecurity with prominent Palestinian research institutions and the
FAO. The importance of researching the root causes of food insecurity in the
Palestinian context lies in the heart of the efforts to formulate programs and activities
that address food insecurity.
Project Work Packages

3.2.

I1 Land Development 1 Reclamation & Rehabilitation
I1 Water harvesting techniques l Agricultural Roads
i1 Enhancing on-farm ISFM, soil productivity, IPM and plant productivity
Integrate climate change principles, practices and establish a knowledge exchange platform
Water Resources l Innovative irrigation Technologies
Lobbying and Advocacy I Women Rights
Internal Staff Capacity Building
Farmers Capacity Building
I1 Seeds Banks I1 Socio-Economic and Food Security 1 SEFSEC
3.3. Targeted Governorates:

61 Page

Socio-Economic Impact
Facts & Figures of Main Achievement
Map oftheTargeted Locations
Narrative Summary of Main Achievement in 2019
Achievement Against the Ministry of Agriculture Strategic P’an
Summary of the Project Resuits: Main Outputs Progress
Summary of the Project Resuits: Resuits Achievement against resuits indicators
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4. Socio-economic Impact of the Project
Among various project indicators at specific & overall objectives level, direct beneficiaries
and different stakeholders were interviewed, different sites were visited in randomly
selected 15 locations in 6 Palestinian governorates to study the socio-economic impact of
this project.
The study that targeted a randomly selected 15 locations, showed a positive contribution in
the intended project impact, inciuding, but not limited to:
Land Development & Protection & Productivity
-

-

increasing of productivity in the targeted lands
more developed, protected and exploited lands

Economic Benefit & Efficiency
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

increasing of average household iricome;
reduction in time, costs and resources for access to lands through agricultural roads;
reduction of time & costs in having access to the needed water;
more monetary value of lands;
efficient & effective water distribution processes;
more revenues from the rehabilitated weils;
New Industrial Enterprises & Business Lines

Environment & Natural Resources
-

-

more exploitation of natural resources;
positive environmental impact;

Human Rights
-

-

women became more positively influenced to claim their inheritance rights.
established a fair Selling price for water;

81 Puge

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

enhanced community collective work;
more confidence in civil local institutions;
more workers and more created working days;
more permanent job opportunities;
more women engagement;
women became more financially independent and confident in their selves;
new gained vocational skills;
Beneficiaries became healthier

A full report of the project Socio-economic impact is annexed # 2

University research work became more community-need oriented;

Research Valorizations
-

91 Page
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Dunums

38,376

Beneficiaries

Total 4* of M
3 of Harvested Water from all
Project Interventions

Total 4* of Benefitted Donums from all
Interventions

Total 4* of Direct Beneficiaries from all
Interventions

5. Main Achievement in Figures & Charts
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7. Narrative Summary of Main Achievements in 2019
The foLLowing paragraphs display the progress in the implementation of activities of the
project according to component over the reporting period.
Component A:
Land & Water Resource Development and Access to Sustainable Agricultural
Infrastructure:
Specific Objective 1: “Improve inciusive, sustainable agricultural production through land
resource management, enhancing ISFM”

The mom achieved activities in 2019 are:
•

Improve inciusive sustainable agricultural production through land resource
management, enhancing ISFM, and creating platform knowledge of climate change
adaptation:

•

Land Reclamation and land Rehabilitation:

650 Dunums Heavy works activity performed by UAWC, LRC and ESDC consortium
members, works inciude levelling (bulldozer, large and small hammer), retaining
2 were built. Furthermore, cisterns were completed for
walls with a total of 40785 m
selected farmers in the communities with a total capacity of 5,614 cm. in Parallel to
that work 1,277 dunums fenced, more than 401 dunums of reclaimed land were
ploughed and cleaned, 973 dunums are cultivated by seedling and 414
intercropping dunums planted by seeds.
•

Construction of agriculture roads:

The works for the opening, construction and rehabilitation of 72 km of agricultural roads
were completed and handed over to the concerned local authorities and MoA accordingly
anil this will improve the access of farmers to their lands
•

Smart Land Reclamation through Demonstration Farms:

Three pilot demonstration farms are constructed. This is a pilot intervention that aims to
seedless grapes which are characterized by early production.
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Enhancing on-farm ISFM, soil productivity, IPM and plant productivity:

One hundred soil samples had been collected for farmers who benefited from previous
phases of NRO land development project and soil analysis (soil texture, pH, EC, CEC, NPK,
Ca, Mg, Na, CaCO3) were conducted in
soil laboratory with the tandard
analytical method. Studying both physical and chemical properties and correlation and
analysis of soil properties with the soil fertility status by soil interpretation and
Formulation recommendations for using fertilizer to improving the productivity towards
prosperous agricultural development of soil fertility. Soil assessing for soil fertility to
determine soil fertility levels and make appropriate nutrient management decisions, and
fertilizer recommendations to increase yields, reduce production costs.
And during that, for each soil sample information were collected by described the site
name, soil depth, name of the farmer, past cropping, management history, and crops. In
addition to the collection of production data from the farmer directly, and detection of the
problems in the fields through personal observation as well as through questions. The
results and recommendation ofsoil fertility and nutrient components were also circulated
to some farmers, each according to his soil analysis.

More details on the study and its resuits are in the Annex # 3
Specific Objective 2 “Improve efficient collective water resource management and increase
inclusive access to water resources to enhance the productivity of the agricultural lands
The mum ach leved activities in 2019 are:
•

Improve efficient collective water resource management and increase inclusive access to
water resources to enhance the productivity of the agricultural lands
Installation of 13,585 ML of irrigation networks and main Pipes to reduce the losses
of the water and connect newly irrigated land. The pipes connected with the water
sources.
5 Circular, Steel reservoirs water tank with capacity 1000 m
/tank are constructed to
3
improve in the irrigation water management and improvement in the production of
the crop.
2 Circular, Steel reservoirs water tank with capacity 500 m3/tank constructed
4 springs are rehabilitated
10 composting units are distributed to the farmers
Install 2 solar energy systems for irrigation water pumping.
-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

Two filtration pits and did water filtration tests have been excavated. The tests
revealed that filtration through the soil profile was slow and got steady after sort time,
nearly 130 minutes.
The potential seepage area of the western edge of the dam lake has been excavated
and realized that the conglomerate zone doesn’t reach the lower elevation of the lake
floor, we then covered the zone with day and compacted it to ensure it is not causing
seepage.
It is realized that the water intake in the dam lake is nearly clogged and filled with
sedimentation. The level of sediments is almost 1.5 m already and therefore, we
replaced the iritake with a more reliable one.
It is still needed to instali the logger to monitor the water level variation automatically.

A full study of the above accomplished activities is annexed # 5
Specific Objective 3 “Working with different Stakeholders inciuding the PA, consortium member
organizations, and clvii society organizations, to promote and lobbyfor an inciusive and sustainabie
Agricultural Policy.
The main achieved activities in 2019 are:
1. Women Integration

In light of increasing the women roie and involvement in Women Cooperatives as well as their
role in the Palestinian society, the following activities have been accomplished in 2019:
•

Women Committees: 11 women committees have been formed in order to promote the

right of inheritance.
-

Right to Heritance:
-

-

-

14
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60 sessions have been held with the participcltion of 314 women from different
locations
3 campaign in this topic have been conducted in threegovernorates:.
Participating in the women campaigns to raise their awareness on inheritance rights,
with the participation ofmore than 500 farmers
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•
•

Advocacy & Lobbying Training for Women: 362 women attended 160 training hours
have in the field of Communication, Advocacy & Lobbying
Establishing afair Selling price for water
Throughout the project life, many endeavours have been con ducted in order to established a
fair price for water. In 2018, a ministerial council decision number # 4 is approved
regarding the bylaws of the Water Users Associations. This law, according to the head of the
Palestinian Water Authority
, con tributes to the establishment of water price of water.
2
Following this law, the law regarding the price of water is in itsfinal stage of ministerial
council approval. According to the head of the Palestinian Water Authority, It is expected to
endorse this law by the end of the year 2020.

Component B: The Development of the Local Seed Bank, to help Palestinian farmers adjust
to climate change and to preserve local genetic resources.

The main achieved activities in 2019 are;
-

-

-

-

-

-

46.5 dunums were selected and cultivated as reproduction units during 2019, geographically
distributed between
1 for reproducing surniner and winter crops, where about 20 crops were reproduced in
sufficien t quan tities.
Local seeds were provided to 123 LWRM program beneficiaries. More focus will be given to
this activity in the corn Ing seasons.
601 male andfemalefarrners were provided with summer and winter local seeds, bringing
the total number ofproject ben eficiaries to 1384 male andfemalefarmers.
TVspots were prepared and published for the winter season 2018-2019. A docurnentaryfilm
was prepared on the seed bank, and 13 awareness workshops were heldfor school students
on local seeds and their importance in addition to 5 practical training sessions.
2 new agricultural techniques were introduced to 2 agricultural women CBOs.
Conducting an extensive field survey and mapping of local seeds: 5 items were collected
during 2019 (beans, white microrneria, lettuce, garlic, thyme) and 4 during 2018
(chamornile, saffron, cucumber, parsley) which are important to collect, in addition to two
items (carrots, sage) in 2017 out of 10 items required. 7 other items not highly requested

‘The law is available at the following link:
A%20%D9%85%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%AF%D9%85%D9%8A%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%A7%D9%87.pdf
2

The interview was held on February 25, 2020 to discuss the Fair Price of Water project indicator.
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were also collected these are: coriander, beets, cum in, Hedge Mustard, black carway, anise
and Rocca.
Hedge Mustard, Lettuce, Garlic and thyme were all plan ted and reproduced.

-

Eight new interns were trained at the Seed Bank and its units:

-

13 master students’ theses were followed. Defence sessions will be held for a number of
student of the first group during this semester and the titles of the second group theses will
be discussedfor approvaL
4 staff members were trained at
“in the Netherlands.

-

.

-

UAWC Head participated in a conference in France, and
conference in Morocco in 2019.

-

participated in a

A detailed report of Seed Bank Achievement in 2019 is annexed # 4
Component C: The Socio-Economic and Food Security (SEFSec)
-

-

-

The first round of the survey was conducted by PCBS, and the results were delivered
to MAS to prepare the study
The final draft of the analytical study is delivered by MAS.
The second survey 2020 is expected to start on March 2020, and the Data Analysis is
expected to be finalized by PCBS by August, 2020

Project Mid-term Review
For the purpose of reviewing the project interventions and achievement so that providing
feedback & recommendations s well as generate knowledge, identifying the lessons lerned &
best practices, and sharing them with the partners, a mid-term project review was conducted by
2 external evaluators for the period from April-June, 2019. The report resuits were considerably
positive that were presented and discussed with project partners during the steering committee
meeting, in October 2019.
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Canal

Irrigation canals created

6

17

6

Co ntri b ut ion

The Project

Session

Training courses implemented in the field of agricultural land rehabilitation
andits evaluation, as well as in use of fertilizers and soil fertility.

M2

Donum

Seedling

Retaining walls built.

Lands rehabilitated and reclaimed.

Seedlings of fruit trees have been planted
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3

76,000

55

1,693

8

24,585

18

284

267%

32%

32%

17%

6

4,000,000

350,000

13,000

102

38,349

123,357

2,615

1693%

1%

35%

20%

Area of land cultivated or protected from degradation expanded annually.

ML

Cistern

Water transmission and distribution systems, as well as water treatment
systems constructed.

Water welis constructed

3

1

Target

Volume of water available to farmers and livestock breeders from traditional and non-traditional sources increased and more efficiently
managed.

Pool

1

Unit

Strategic Objective II: Natural and agricultural resources sustainably managed and better adapted to climate change

Strategic Indicator

Agricultural pools and tanks constructed

#

8. Project Achievement Against the Ministry of Agriculture Strategic Plan 2017-2022
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trainee

manual

A Morphological classification manual is produced covering at least # verities of local crops
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Objectivej To proilde datarelated to the food secn
suationinPalestlne athousehoMieveLin
coutlnuatywsth tbe prevlous surveys âUewtogtrewnays.
The linderpinning Causes of Food Secnrity are Identified
Data Related To food Security on the HH level are provided

-

Overall Objective IJI Food Securitv

# of copies of the manual that are circulated

study
study

manual

workshop

benef.

benef.

trainee

training

program

New Specialization is Accredited by MoEHE’

ResidLS3.Jca
# of trainings Conducted.
# of Trainees (disaggregated by gender)
Male
Female
# of Trainees who pass the Post Test

student
benef.
benef.
paper

IJnit

30 Masters Students are supported (at least 60% Pemalej
Male
Fernale
30 academic papers on issues relevant to local seeds are produced

2 Workshops are conducted and the recommendations of the Workshops are incorporated into the manual
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2

1
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1

30
12
18
30

# of Unit

-

0

0

0

4
13
6
7
0

28
Ii
17
1

Adiieved

0%

25%

2

1

1

29

3%
0%

2

Remaluing
93%
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10.

Assessment of Project Partner Performance
Assessment Performance Indicators
The performance of the project partners, inciuding PHG, LRC and ES DC, is evaluated
based on the following five criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The qualification of the project team
The quality of the deliverables
The quality of the delivered reports
Following-up with sub-contractors & farmers
The efficiency in conducting the project activities
Commitment & readiness to the monthly technical meeting

Assessment Methodology
The assessment passed two major steps; they are:
Discussing the S performance indicators against the partner’s performance,
-

-

Reviewing the comments of the Monitoring & Evaluation Officer

Assessment Findings Against the Performance indicators

1. The Qualification of the Project Team
PHG: The PHG team inciuding the techriical officer and supervisors are qualified
enough, specifically in the water field of work, in conducting the allocated
interventions and activities. However, the PHG team don’t have enough experience
in following-up performing the agricultural roads component.
LRC: The LRC team inciuding the technical officer and supervisors are qualified
enough, specifically in the Soil Analysis, preparing the Soil Erosion Risk Map, Crop
Suitability, as well as in the field of reclamation, rehabilitation, agricultural roads
components. However, LRC doesn’t have a specialized team in the field of water.
ESDC: The ESDC team inciuding the technical officer and supervisors were not
qualified enough in conducting the allocated activities, more specifically in the
reclamation, rehabilitation as well as in agricultural roads. However, the ESDC team
was qualified in Solar Energy Use in Water Pumping and Mobile Solar Energy.
33
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2. The Quality of the Deliverables

3. The Quality of the Delivered Reports

By the end of each month, project partners deliver monitoring reports that inciude
all achievement of the project deliverables and expenses in figure basis. Besides, a
technical report is delivered. The report inciuded the following titles: the status of
the schedule, Lesson Learnt, Best Practices, Challenges, Risks Responses, Israeli
Violations, Success Stones, Potential Effectiveness of the Project, Potential
Sustainability, Recommendations
In overall, the project partners delivered the monitoring reports on quality and on
time. However, the institutions don’t give an in-depth analysis of the potential
effectiveness, impact and sustainability so that supporting the Project Management
Unit in taking the right preventive and corrective action on time. Therefore, PMU
tries to analyze the potential effectiveness, impact and sustainability through the
partners’ feedback during the monthly technical meeting, the discussion with
partners during the field visits, as well as through the monitoring visits reports,
conducted by the project M&E officer.
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4. Following-up with sub-contractors & farmers
Background

Under a fully supervision & follow-up of the project team, around 40% of the project
budget is allocated for external sub-contractors, and about 25% is paid to the
farmers to cover different expenses of reclamation and rehabilitation actions. This
considerable work requires intensive monitoring and following-up by the field
supervisors.

5. The efficiency in conducting the project activities

In overall, all partners conducted the project activities efficiently. In other words,
the activities are completed in less time & costs.
6. Commitment & readiness to the monthly technical meeting

In overall, all partners attended all technical meeting altogether. During these
meeting sessions, all partners presented the progress, challenges; lessons learned,
best practices, as well as discussing the up coming actions.
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11.

Main Lessons Learnt

The Lessons Learned

Description
For external out-sourced activities, we
usually accept the lowerfinancial offer that
meets the required acceptance criteria.

Notifying the external
contra ctors about our
estimationforthe
project lose to avoid
withdrawal

The Actual Costs of
isterns & Purnps are
higher than allocated

37
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Some ofthefinancial proposals we have
received are under the actual costs,
according to our estimation. that caused au
actualfinancial loss for the external
con tractor. In this case, we accept the offer
as it is the lowest, butfinally, we made great
efforts tofollow-up and keep the contractor
cornpieting the work as required.

Due to price increasing and lack ofworkers,
the allocated budget of the Cisteras & Water
Pumps is lower than budget allocations. This
resulted in over expending.

Recommendation for the Future
Our recomrnendation is to NOT!FY
clearly to the subcon tractor about the
potential loss and that the actual
estiunation is under the financial
proposaL Therefore, the contractor can
decide either to continue or to withdraw.
Another Recomrnendation in this
regards is not to accept anyfinancial
proposal that is under the actual
expenses and reasonable profit. This will
protect the project from delivering the
work with low quality and saving the
team efforts andfollow-up time.

Increasing the financial allocations for
Water isterns & Purnps in the future
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A more contribution
role of the Local
Municipality Council in
coordination between
farmers

The high costs of
Reclamation
interventions

Sub-con tracting
Restrictions

38
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Currently, and under the full supervision of
the project team,farmers are for cariying
Out some tasks including land levelling,
ploughing, cleaning, b uilding retaining
walis, etc. the refore,farmers may
individually contract external suppliers to do
some of these work In this case, some
farmers don’t have a list if the best external
suppliers (in terms of credibility, efficiency,
costs, etcj

The reclamation intervention costs, in
comparison with its benefit, is high at the
expenses of other interventions.

Currently, specifically in the Contract
Agreement, no legal item restricts the subcontra cting regulations; therefore, the
external con tractors have the right and
flexible to sub-contract any other
con tractors.
In this case, the project team are more
preoccupied in ensuring the quality of the
sub-contractorsso that achieving the work
within the required acceptance criteria and
specifications

Farrners recommendgiving a more
responsibility role for the local
Municipality Council in their village so
that help in coordinating and selecting
the best individual contractors to deliver
the work efficiently and with the
required specification.

It is recommended to identify most
efficient reclamation interventions with
lower costs and efforts. Besides, the
community co-financing for the
reclamation may be increased to be not
less than 30-40% in the nextphases

It is recommended to include a dear
statementin the ContractAgreement,
asking from the main con tractor to
disclose clearly and getting approval on
all other sub-contractors with whom the
main contractor will work with, within
the Contract scope of work
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12.

Main Best Practices

Title Best Practice Title

Description
Even we are working on a collective basis and coordinating with Agricultural

Collective Reclamation vs
Individual

Gommittees: wefound out that the individual reclamation agreement with
individual benefzciaiyfariners is more efficient than the collective approach
in termsoffollowing—up and beneficiary commitinent. While the involveinent
if the Municipality council in the pro cess is recommended.

Community co-financing
Contributes lead to more
project Sustainability &
Ownership

Even the community contribution is already stated in the GrantAgreement
document: we would emphasize this crucial practice that guarantees the
seriousness and committeemen of the bene’ficiaiy, that will, in turn,
contribute to keeping this project more sustainable.

Steal Tank Roof vs

Polyester

We recommend roofing the water tanks with steal ceiling instead ofpolyester
as the later one is more adaptive to the climate change and more lifespan

Solar-Powered Water
Pump Systems is an
effectiVe and efficient
practice

Wefound that the pilot Solar-Powered Water Pump Systems that we have
installed in many locations are very efficient and effective practice and
contributed to unintended positive impact at the community. We recoinmend
expanding the practice in other places in Palestine.

Customized Reproduction

From the Seeds Bank experience, the c,-eation ofa specialized seed
reproduction unit that is custoinized for cach seed type is a recomniended
practice.

Unit

Various ways ofSeeds
Extraction & Separatioji

Excellent Selection ofSeeds
Bank Intern leads to Good
Resuits
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From the Seeds Bank experience,found that each seed has a unique and
different way for extraction and separation. Following the right way will
result in producing seeds with more quality and in less time and efforts.

At the Seeds Bank high-level criteria werefollowed to select the interns.

Therefore. the interns were highly qualified in conducting the required
assigninents

40
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Lack ofExpertise
in the Seeds fields
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Palestinian Local
Market
-

The Seeds Bankfaced considerable challenges infinding
quaijfled experts in manyseedsfield of expertisa
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15.

Main Israeli Violations & Aggressions
15.1.

Date

Stop-Work Order, and to damage all established properties
Governorate

Location

January 13,
2019

A stop-work order was issued to continue working on au
Agricultural Road, and to damage the opened road
A Stop-work order were issued to continue working on
cistern building. retaining wails, and planting seedlings.
The order inchides damaging all the mentioned
j properties.
A stop-work order was issued to continue working on
the Agricultural Road. The order inciudes damaging all
the mentioned properties.
An oral stop-work order was issued to continue working
on the Agricultural Road by Israela settiers & lsraeli
LSOldiets.
1
The Lsraeli Archaeology Authority gave the contractor a
stop-work order and another order to demolish the wall
and the Pool umbrella that the project built.

Februarv
11, 2019
Febriaary
19, 2019
September
24 2019
December 4,
2019

15.2.

Date
anuary 7.
2019
June 11
2019
September
19, 2019
October 20,
2019

42
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Description

Violence & Aggressions & Properties Confiscation
Governorate

Location

Description
50 olive seedlings were chopped down

Parts of the opening road was damaged bythe lsraeli
authorities. Later on, the [armer recover the damaged parts
and open it again.
On area of 68 donuins, the settiers installed again an iron
gate at the entrance of the lauid. The farmers reinoved it
again but they expected that settlers will come back again
to reniove it.
Oral waruling by lsraeli settiers to prevent farmers from
working in the reclaimed land whule they were buuldung
their retaining walis in the reclajmed land.
.
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16.

Main Success Stones
Governorate

Project Intervention
-

Description

-

-.

Agricultural Road

The location, where the agricultural road was opened, became as touristic circuits for the
residence of the surrounding villages and other places.
Some of the landowners, where the agricultural road was opened, became encouraged to
start to rehabilitate and reclaim their land around the opened roads and covering their
expenses.

Governorate
Specific Location
D escrip

-

10fl

Project Intervention

I Agricultural Road
Through opened road, the uncontrolled disposal of waste was stopped. This location
was an unhealthy place that caused different diseases specifically the cancer

Governorate
Specific Location

Description

Project Intervention
102 g
Land Reclamation
LIJY
was threatened by confiscation by Israeli authorities; specifically, it is
located alongside the surrounding settlement. According to the technical estimation, the land
was significantly unable to be reclaimed due to the high rate of rocks. The project team
decided to protect the land and reclaim it. Now the land is not only reclaimed, and it became
high-value crops (cash crops). It was planted with different crops such as Avocado, Annona,
Citrus, Almond trees, and Guava trees). Over and above, new families became encouraged and
started to reclaim their lands and plant it due to this success Story.

Seed Bank Component
Project Intervention
Description

I Produce new local seeds
New different local verities have been produced by the Seeds Banks inciuding Local Black
Carrot, Local White Cucumber, Local Yellow Lettuce, etc..

Project Intervention
Description
43

1
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I Produce new medical seeds
through this project, new medical seeds have been produced by the Seeds Banks
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17.

Main Recommendations
Based on the project experience and monthly reports as well as the discussed points
during the monthly technical meeting and steering committee meetings, here a list of
recommendations for the next phase of the project.

1
More Innovative & Efficient Interventions in the future

Even though the various current interventions have high poteritial to achieve short-term
outcomes and long term impact & sustainability, the project team recommend
considering different innovative & efficient interventions in the future, including the
reclamation interventions and others.
Operational Recommendations:
Minimizing the actual supporting documents for the land development
intervention

Regarding the Land reclamation interventions, and specifically the required supporting
official documents, more precisely the “Ownership Document” that each beneficiary
shali present, it is recommended to consider an official document, issued by the
Palestinian Authorities supported by Municipality / Municipality Council, as
sufficiently reliable proof to proceed with the land development actions. It should be
emphasized that some “ownership Document” needs a lot of time and efforts to be
issued by different authorities. Besides, and regarding the rehabilitation interventions,
only an official document, issued by the Municipality / Municipality Council is enough to
for the intervention.
Contribution of Agricultural Road is guaranteed ahead

For the efficiency, and based on some cases the project faced when the bene ficiaries
cancelled the financial contribution, it is recommended to ensure the community
contribution before any preparatory actions so that saving the time and efforts.
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More restrictions on the sub-contracting procedures in the Contract Agreement

As some sub-contractors, who work on behalf of the main contractor, were not evaluated
by the bidding committee, and therefore the team invest considerable time and efforts to
follow-up with them to achieve the deliverables in compliance with the required
specification and acceptance criteria, it is recommended to inciude a dear statement in
the Contract Agreement, asking from the niain contractor to disciose clearly and getting
approval on all other sub-contractors with whom the main contractor will work with,
within the Contract scope of work.
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• (1) Map of Targeted Location
• (2) Socio-Economic Study of the Project
• (3) Study on Enhancing on-farm ISFM, Soil Productivity, PM and
Plant Productivity
• (4) Seeds Bank Main Achievements
• (5)
Study
• (6) Sample Photos of Photos of Project Interventions & Success
Stones
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Annex (2)

Socio-economic Impact of the Project
Introduction

Among various project indicators at specific & overall objectives level, direct
beneficiaries and different stakeholders were interviewed, different sites were visited in
randomly selected 15 locations in 6 Palestinian governorates to study the socio
economic impact of this project.
Audio and video registrations, as well as photos of the visited locations, are available
with PMU once requested.

17.1.

Selected Indicators

In addition to the following indicator, the project focus on studying the impact level either
intended and unintended consequences of this project
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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% increase in productivity in the targeted lands
% increase in HH average income
# of workers & created working days
reduction % in time, costs and resources for access to lands through agricultural roads
Establishing afair Selling price for water
increase in the ratio of women who claim their inheritance rights in the targeted areas
% of ben eficiaries who are aware and able to use new sustainable methods for ISFM,
IPM and adaptive to climate change techniques
# of Local Seeds identified & Productivity of Local Crops
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Water Harvesting
Seeds
Land Reclama011
Land Reclaati0t
Land Reclarnatiofl
Land Reclamation & Agricul1ral Road
Land Reclamatiofl & Agricultural Road
Water Springs Rehab1l1ta0fl
Water Neork & Steel Tanks
FgviffiWorne
aI’C@ Rihts
flt0s
Land ReclamatiOti
Agricultural Road
Solar Panel & Water Neork

Well Rehabilitatiofl & Land Rehabilitatiotl

Type of ntervefltofl

FebruarY 18. 2020
FebruarY 18, 2020
March 11, 2020
Marcli 11, 2020
March 11, 2020
Februaly 20. 2020
Februaly 20. 2020
Februarv 20. 2020
Februaly 25. 2020
March 12, 2020
rch 19,2020
March 3, 2020
March 3 2020
March 9, 2020

Date of Interview
& Visit
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173.

The Study Fin dings
17.3.1.

Land Development & Protection & Productivity:

1. % increase in productivity in the targeted lands & % increase Hi-! average
in come
As the real productivity of the lands need between 3-4years, all the visited recalaimed
and rehabilitated lands have high potential of productivity as interviewed farmers
have already planted them, while some of lands became actually productive,
specifically from the intercropping, as confirmed by the interviewed farmers. The
Women Society of
is now benefitting from the production of the
rehabilitated lands & Thyme seedlings their receive from the project. They started to
sell the Thyme (Za’atar) production and use it in their income-generating restaurant
on which 13 women dependfinancially to help theirfamilies.
confirmed that his monthly revenue,from the small shop, the only income source for
the family was only 1,500 ILSm while the monthly income doubele.
2. Protected & Exploited Lands
According to the Israeli law, the land that is not exploited and not used by its owner/s
for more than lüyears, it will be transferred to a State Lands, in other words, It is
actually confiscated by the Israeli authorities. On the other hand, the lands that are
bordering the Israeli settlements are also exposed and threatened to be confiscated by
the settlers. By the land development interventions, the lands became more exploited
by the beneficiaries than before, and then more protectedfrom confiscation orders.
that was a military area, is an example, of who the
project intervention help the montain owner recover their own land and develop It
confirmed that before the
land development, no boby could reach It due to the permenant exisiting of Israeli
military, while now, It became a touristic place where his family and other family visit
itfrequently. According to him, the price of the land incresed from JOD 20K/donum to
not less tha USD lOOK. In addition, other owners of the whole mountain started to
recover their lands and exploit them.
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3. More Reclaimed & Rehabilitated Lands
The land development interventions for 3,000 donums by this project, influenced
positively other farmers to reclaim and rehabilitate their lands. Specificully, that some
locations, where lands are developed, became connected with water, electricity. Each
visitedfarmer, whose lands were reclaimed, confirmed that other neibouringfarmers
started to reclaim their lands from their own.

1 7.3.2.

Economic Benefit & Efficiency

4. More Monatory Value of Lands
According to the interviewed beneficiaries, the price of reclaimed & rehabilitated lands
as well as served by the agricultural roads increased between 300-500%. For example
the donurn price of
increased from JOD 20K to JOD 1 OOK
as confirmed by
5. Reduction % in time, costs and resources for access to lands through
agricultural roads
According to the interviewedfarmers, the opening agricultural roads con tributed to
decreasing the time, efforts and costs to have access to the lands and develop It
effïciently. Some of the interviewed beneficiaries said that time is decreased between
300-500%. For example, heavy machinery such as bulldozers, tractors, etc. can
currently be accessed to the lands to reclaim and rehabilitate them. Besides, the
delivery and provision of the lands with needed water, seeds, seedlings other tools are
now more efficient. A farmer from
pointed out another impact of the open
road through the ability of the whole family for visiting their lands with the car. In
contrast, before the road open, the farmer was using animals to arrive at the land
alone. This, according to the farmer,fosters the affiliation of the wholefamily to their
lands that they had not been able to visit before.
6. Reduction of time & costs in having access to the needed water
According to the many direct ben eficiaries interviewed, the time & costs in having
access to the required water is decreased significantly. The situation before was
catastrophic according to them: each farmer had to wait for his/her turn for a period
51
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from around 6-10 hours until he/she can getsome of the needed quantity of water. This
drained not only the time and efforts but con tributed to the low quality of the crops as
some of them lack the water in a specific time. Now, with the installed water network
while eachfarmer has his/herfull control on the water through installed water switch
& counter, the farmer selects the right time to for irrigation without waiting.
The interviewed farmers from
confirmed that they were waiting more
than 12 hours to irrigate the tomato crop. The pro blem is that the right time to irrigate
such crop is either in the early morning orjust before the sunrise. Now, such a crop
receives the needed quantity of water at the right time so that increasing its quality
and production quantity.
7. More revenues from the rehabilitated weils
Upon the rehabilitation of wells, owners started to get revenues from water selling for
other farmers. This con tribu ted to solving the farmers’ problem of water shortage and
increased the income of well owners and workers who deliver such services.
8. Efficient & Effective Water Distribution Processes
According to the farmers, the water distribution became more efficient and effective
thank to water cisterns and networks. Before the project intervention, the farmer was
waiting his/her turn for a long time to get his/her share of the water. The delivered
quantity of water may be not all needed, and the irrigation time, where the water
arrives according to his/her turn, maybe not suitable for the crops. After developing
the water cisterns and networks, where each farmer has his/her stopcock water,
farmers have more control over both: the quantity and time of irrigation according to
the actual and specific needs of the plant/s. Therefore, the established water network
decreased the costs and time, as well as con tributed to increasing the quality of
production as each plant has its specific time of irrigation.

9. New Industrial Enterprises
Through the new agricultural roads, new industrial plants are established alongside
the open agricultural roads. This con tributed to employinp new workers. For example,
in
and after opening au agricultural road, a solar panels corn pany
is established to serve the community including farmers. Also, a poultry farm is
established alongside the open road of the location as mentioned above.
,
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10. New Business Lines
Through the land development, some beneficiaries, specifically in the south of the West
Bank where farmers focus more on anima! production, added the agricultural
production to their business lines.
17.3.3.

Environment & Natural Resources

11. More Exploitation of NaturalResources
The natura! resources inciuding ram water, solar energy, and others are more exploited
for the ben efit of the developed lands. The rainwater is now reserved in the
rehabilitated and constructed we!ls, while the so!ar energy is exploited to pump the
water to the established steal tanks as the case ojlO 2 g

12. Positive Environmen tal Impact
The project experienced two significant interventions that have a positive
environmental impact on the locations and residents. A 6 km of agricultural road was
o waste dump in
Now, the waste dump is eliminated and the road is used
byfarmers as well as by other beneficiaries. Besides, A rec!aimed land
village was plan ned to be a waste dump by the neighbouring quarries, whi!e with the
reclamation intervention, this project is eliminated and protected the environment in
this location as well as protecting the neighbouring residentsfrom the negative impact
such as related diseases impacted by the Qua rries waste.
17.3.4.

People Capacity & Institutions

13. More Touristic Places
Some of the developed lands became a touristic place for the beneficiaries and their
families. Beneficiaries
created smal! parks in the lands in which
families spend the weekend vacation as observed and confirmed by the interviewed
farmer of
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Besides, the water intervention in
baceme a trouristic line, visited by hundered of visitors. According to
confirmed t/Uit
the council receivefrequesntly many requests from Universities and school to visit the
locations and walk there. Accordingly, the local municipality assigned a taffmember

tofollow-up and guide these groups in thois locations.
14. Enhanced Community Coilective Work
By its nature, land development required more collaboration with different
stakeholders as well as collective work actions. Farmer ben eficiaries coordinated
among themselves to make the work more efficient and effective. This approach
enhanced the culture of collective work and considered the general interest at the
expense of individual ones.
15. The Confidence in Clvii Local Institutions is strengthened
This project increased the level of confidence of ben eficiaries in their civil and local
institutions, specifically that the projectfield supervisors, as well as technical managers
of the project, worked closely with the beneficiaries in high transparency, withfairness,
and in a professional way. As a result, some interviewed farmers confirmed other
farmers, who couldn’t benefit from this project, decided to solicit other land
development opportunities where the majority of them succeeded in their endeavours.
16. More workers & created working days
According to the project record sheets, 43,774 working days are created until
December 2019, which represents 88% of the expected number until the end of the
project. Of them, 5,421 workers benefitted from the land development interventions
specifically land reclamation & rehabilitation, and agricultural roads opening.
17. More Permanent Job Opportunities
Through land development, manyfarmers decided to leave working in the surrounding
Israeli colon les and decided to work back to their lands. This created permanent job
opportunities for them and theirfamilies.
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18.More Women Engagement
By this project, and in corn parison to other phases, wornen becarne more engaged at
different leve/s. More than 10% of the applicants for land development specificaily
those who appiyfor lands reciarnation & rehabilitation interventions.
This encouraged more women to claim their right of inheritance 50 that practicing
their rights in using and benefiting from their lands.
19. Women became more financially independent and confident in their selves
Through the project interventions specificaily for the benefit of women’s land
development, women ben eficiaries admitted that they became more econornicaily
independent and confident in their abi/ities to managing,foliowing-up and gat incorne
from their developed lands.
20. Ben eficiaries became healthier
Thank to land development, sorne beneficiaries becarne heaithier as theyfoliow-up
their lands.
confirmed that she becarne
healthier as she needs tofoilow-up her lands including ploughing, cleaning, plantings
seeds & seed/ings, and harvesting.
In this regards, and asfarmers no langer use ppesticide and chernicaifertilizers, the
crops are more organic and heaithierforfarrners themseives and consumers.
21.New Gained VocationaiSkilis
Thraugh the land & water development, some beneficiaries gained new vocational
ski/Is and revenues; of them, the ski/is of retaining wal/s bui/ding.
17:3.5.

Human Rights

22. Land Ten ure Rights are Realized
According to many beneficiaries, land deveiopm en t actions facilita ted the rea/ization
of land tenure rights, specifically for wornen. Besides, as the farmers became more
aware of how to coilect their land and property docurnents. According to many
ben eficiaries, land developrn en t actionsfacilitated the realization afland ten ure righ ts,
specficaily for wamen. Besides, as the farrners became more aware of how to coliect
55
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their land and property documents, they also became more aware of how to legally
follow-up the violation actions by Israeli authorities against their lands including stop
work order, damaging all properties, etc.
23. Other Women became more positively influenced to claim their inheritance
rights
In addition to the various sessions to encourage women to claim their inheritance
rights, the actual success stones of women who claimed their rights and benefitted
from the land development interven tions inspired and influenced other women to claim
their land inheritance rights.
confirmed that aftr the awareness sessions attended by 25 women, majority of
them started actually reclaim their rights from their relatives, and some of them have
acctually succeceded in getting her rights

Research Valorisation
24. University research work became more community-need oriented
The agreements with different Palestinian Universities to conduct specific research
thesis in topics of high priorityfor the Palestinian community specifically in the field of
agriculture contributed to increasing the effectiveness of this research for the interest
of the agricultural sector andfarmers.
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Annex (3)

Study 011 Enhancîng on-farm ISFM, Soli Productivity, IPM and Plant
Pro ductivity
Result 1.3

Enhancing on-farm ISFM, soli productivity, IPM and plant productivity.

100 soil sampies had been coilected, by Land Research Center, for farmers whom benefited from
prevlous phases of NRC land development project and soil analysis (soil texture, pH, EC, CEC,
NPK, Ca, Mg, Na, CaCO3) were conducted in
soli laboratory with the standard
analytical method. studyirig both physicai and chemical properties and correlation and analysis
of soli properties with the soil fertility status by soil interpretation and Formulation
recommendations for using fertilizer to improving the productivity towards prosperous
agricuitural development of soli fertility. Soil assessing for soli fertility to determine soli fertility
levels and make appropriate nutrient management decisions, and fertilizer recommendations to
increase yields, reduce production costs.
And during that, for each soii sampie information were coliected by described the site name, soli
depth, name of the farmer, past cropping, management history, and crops. In addition to the
collection of production data from the farmer directly, and detection of the problems in the fields
through personai observation as well as through questions. The resuits and recommendation of
soil fertility and nutrient components were also circulated to some farmers, each according to his
soil analysis.
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Activity 1.3.2
Improving production of the farmers through studying soli fertility for their land and
defining the crop requirement.

32 soil samples had been collected for new beneficiaries from NRO land reclamation project and
soil analysis (soil texture, pH, EC, CEC, NPK, Ca, Mg; Na, CaCO3) were conducted in Hebron
university soil laboratory with the standard analytical method. studying both physical and
chemical properties and correlation and analysis of soil properties with the soil fertility status by
soil interpretation and prepared advises about the conditions and the characteristics of the soil
as well as the content of nutrients fertility of the newly reclaimed land, in addition, to explain
types, amounts, and time of fertilizers addition, which determine the suitable fertility
management for cultivation in the newly reclaimed lands.
The results and recommendation of soil fertility and nutrient components were also circulated
to some farmers, each according to his soil analysis.
,

Activity 1.3.3

Soil Erosion Risk Map, and Crop suitability map for Almond and Grapes were prepared for
217.70 dunums. Soil Erosion Risk Map and Suitability map was prepared by collecting 16 soil
samples and analysis to define the factors and limitations for both maps. Since soil erosion risk
map shows that 45 dunum of the study area has low risk for erosion, 77 dunum moderate and 95
dunum has a high risk for soil erosion. And for suitability for almond and grapes plantation, the
study shows that 43.76 dunum which represent 20.10% of the study area is marginally suitable
S3 for almond and 49.76 dunum which represent 22.85% is marginally suitable S3 for grapes,
which means this Land has severe limitations for sustained application of the land utilization for
these crops.
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Activity 1.3.4
Establishing 4 experimental pilots with 100 dunum total area, using anti-erosion
technology (Improving fruit trees management, Inter-cropping, agro-forestry, green
manure appiication and soli cover interventions).

4 experimental pilots with 100 dunom total area were selected and designed using anti-erosion
technology (lmproving fruit trees management, inter-cropping, agro-forestry, green manure
appiication and soil cover interventions) as the following:
Experimental 1: using anti-erosion technology (Imuroving fruit trees management).

Target area / Site selection: Anti-erosion protection in 25 dunom ofreclamation area which
usually exhibits to erosion phenomena were selected in
Baseline data/soli analysis: several soil analyses were conducted to determine the most

suitable technique.
Experimental design: Completely randomize design was used in this experiment.

Experimental II: Inter-cropning

Target area / Site selection: Inter-cropping 25 dunoms cultivated by fruit trees with different
varieties of legumes to use it as comparative demonstration site were selected in
Baseline data/soil analysis: several soil analyses were conducted to determine the most

suitable crop.
Experimental design: Completely randomize design was used in this experiment.
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Experimental III: A_gro-forestrv

It combines shrubs and trees in agriculture and forestry technologies to create more diverse,
productive, profitable, healthy, ecologically sound, and sustainable land-use systems which will
provide advantageous over conventional agricultural,
Target area

/ Site selection: 25 dunoms of land use management system in which trees or

shrubs are grown around or among crops and pastureland site were selected in

Baseline data/solI analysis: several soil analyses were conducted to determine the most

suitable WHT affected on the vegetation cover and biodiversity during the coming period.
Experimental design: Completely randomize design was used in this experiment.

Experimental IV: Green manure appilcation and soli cover interventions.

Through green manure application like common/better vetch, which creates by leaving
uprooted or sown crop parts to wither on a field with 25 dunum area.
Target area

/ Site selection: 25 dunoms sites were selected in Idna.

Baseline data/soli analysis: several soil analyses were conducted to determine the inost

suitable crop.
Experimentai design: Completely randomize design was used in this experiment.

Activityl.3.5
Conduct training for beneficiary farmers on (soil conservation and management, Water
Harvesting Tech, Farm Management).

The Land Research Center conducts specialized training courses in soil conservation and
management, Soil Harvesting Techniques, and Farm Management through, where a total of 120
training hours (75 training hours in
45 training hours in
)
,

-
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during the period from 15/10/2019 to 14/11/2019 distributed over 24 days (15 days in
and 9 days in
), so that each subject was implemented
S hours Training and each site 3 training courses (15 hours / site). The distribution of these
sites in the Hebron Governorate was such that the training inciuded the sites of
And the distribution of sites in the
to inciude the sites of
since (579) men and women farmers (33 females, 546 males) had been attended the training
courses and most of them benefited from the integrated land reclamation activity, agricultural
land rehabilitation activity, and valley rehabilitation activity in the
-

Activity 3.1.6
Update the National Database with new localities and provide GIS training for partners

During the program life cycle, the following activities were achieved:
1. Identify Program Targeted Communities: the database activity coordinator in

cooperation with program implementation team (NGO’s team and Program Management
Unit PMU) identify the 74 program targeted communities with a total of 1,223K dunums.
-
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2. Land Cover Analysis: the CORINE land cover classification system (til! level three
classification) was used to analysis all the targeted communities using a detailed mapping
scale (1:5000). Resent available aerial photographs, 10cm pixel size 2018 aerial
photographs, was utilized to delineate and analysis the land cover. The highest 10
classifications areas of the land cover illustrated in the below chart.
Top 10 Land Covers Areas n Dunums
-
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3. Land Suitability Analysis: for all uncultivated areas (open spaces, sparsely vegetated
area and natural grass land) in the targeted area, a land suitability analysis was conducted,
the total area was around 559,896 dunuins (46% of the total targeted area). These areas
were classified as follows: 166,324 dunuans as suitable for reclan1ation (Hili farming),
348,005 duiiums as suitable for rangeland and 45,567 dunums as suitable for forestation.

Map3: Land suitability aiialysis of the targeted area
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4. Socio-Economic and Potential Development Opportunities: for the 74 targeted

communities, a community profile was prepared, these profiles consist: community
general information (location, borders, climate data, geo-political data and general land
cover data), community local council, history, population, education, economy,
agriculture, infrastructure and natural resources, working institutions, SWOT analysis,
implemented projects and community evaluation and potential development
opportunities and recommendations. It is worthy to indicate that, these profiles were
developed in both Arabic and English languages.
5. Mapping program activities and Israeli Practice Cases: all program on the ground
implemented activities were mapped to illustrate the exact location and activities
distributions. Moreover, all Israeli practices against program implementation were also
mapped.
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Annex (4)

Seed Bank
Reporting period” 1/1/2019

—

31/12/2019

Local Seed Bank’s most significant achievements of 2019, each is a success and a
challenging story:
1) Development of reproduction and breeding units:
Reproduction units are considered the essential units of the Seed Bank, as they are the main
source of seeds, the bank’s valuable asset. Through years of past and current experiences gained
by working with male and female farmers, in addition to external training sessions for the Seed
Bank team at companies specialized in seeds pro duction, the units were significantly developed
and shifted from conventional production to intensive and environmentally smart production
that is compatible with the need of each variety. Among these techniques are protected
cultivation inside greenhouses using pollinators, cultivation in cages, intensive cultivation in
open units and also small tunnels in addition to the establishment of permanent reproduction
units for medicinal plants.

2) Higher seeds quality:
High standards are used before the introduction of samples to storage units to ensure a large,
viable and robust seed that will grow to become a strong and weather-tolerant “mother seedling”,
which is the basis for easier marketing and gaining people’s trust in a with a high-quality and
competitive product. The average germination rate for preserved and distributed seeds samples
is 95% compared to seeds on the market that do not exceed 80%.
The new seed cleaning line has allowed for higher production capacity, better quality and less
time and effort, which is truly a milestone on the road of developing the Seed Bank and its units.
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3) Gaining the trust of the local community:

During the past years, especially in 2019, the bank was able to gain the confidence of many
members of society, from farmers, students, researchers and institutions. This is due to several
reasons, such as satisfactory results from trying our seeds once and requesting more in
subsequent seasons, visiting the bank and viewing the stages of extraction and cleaning and
witnessing the extent of development and professionalism of the bank, in addition to the quality
of the seeds distributed. In total, 601 beneficiaries were covered during 2019 and approximately
1,200 dunums were cultivated with rainfed crops as a new green space.
Moreover, the increasing demand for local seeds, considering the Seed Bank as a source of
guidance and reliable information and a certified place to provide services to farmers such as
cleaning machines and even storing samples for research all contribute to the increased
community trust in the Local Seed Bank.
4) Protection and preservation of new varieties:

During the past two years, no fewer than 20 new varieties were introduced to the Seed Bank
inventory, mainly rare and medicinal varieties, where the Seed Bank became the only source for
many of them, including local black Carrots, local white Cucumber, yellow Cauliflower, local
Tomatoes, and local Lettuce in addition to several medicinal and aromatic varieties. An internal
initiative was also launched aiming to contribute to the conservation of biological diversity,
which focuses on preserving endangered wild trees species, which have been compiled and
classified in cooperation with the Environmental Quality Authority.
5) The Seed Bank has become a specialized research and education center (children and
youth):

(Bothor) component included several activities related to raising awareness of the local
community, but most of them focused on theoretical workshops and lectures. However, during
the past year, these workshops were transformed into field days and practical training sessions
for school and university students, which left a significant impact on them and provided a good
promotion for the Seed Bank and UAWC. Nine local and international groups were welcomed at
the Seed Bank during the past year, which included schools and universities’ students,
institutions and the Ministry of Agriculture.
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The workshops and the practical exercises left quite the impact on the children and young boys
and girls who participated in them. They are an essential age group that can be targeted to
introduce a new behavior or change one. Upon receiving the training, children are aware of and
have a dear view of local seeds and traditional environinental agriculture, the negative impact of
lieavy use of chemical and intensive cultivation. Among youth, the majority had a pre—formed
opinion on the subject, which is sometiiues difficult to influence or change. StilI, it is necessary to
show the other side and the vital effect of agriciilture not only as a profit but also as a societal and
eiwiroiunental responsibility.
6) Continuance of the Seed Bank:

Initiating the implementation of the marketing plan by designing and printing a logo for the Seed
Bank as a first step, followed by the 2019-2020 winter season, the first season to seli seeds to
beneficiaries without any decrease on the number of beneficiaries from the previous seasons.
Also, participating in local marketing activities in several governorates and with several
institutions and visiting companies and nurseries. In addition, several marketing options were
studied for several products in various stages of crop life, to provide a fixed and permaiwnt
income for several months during the year.
Completed activities in the project’s implementation phase:
Work completed during the reporting period
Result 1.1

.

Local Seed Bank is able to conserve and breed local seed varieties in
sufficient quantities to meet local demand

.

.

.

.

Actavity

Achievements in the activity

Upgrade the reproduction
and breeding Units to
linprove Local Seeds.

46.5 dumims were selected and
cultivated as reproduction units
during
2019.
geographically
.

.

distributed between
for
reproducitig summer and winter
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crops, where about 20 crops were
reproduced in sufficient quantities.

Develop
The
existing
Laborator
and Storage
Units at UAWC’s Seed Bank

A tender was prepared and released.
was awarded the contract and
later supplied, installed and operated
the equipment. By this, the cleaning
line was coinpleted and operating
effectively.
activity
This
was
completed eiitirely in 2018.
“

91

Equip the drying unit

A tender was prepared, released,
awarded and supplied. The unit was
activated, and this activity was
completed in 2018.

Establish a new support
unit of the Local Seed Bank
in the northern West Bank

The unit was established, all missing
equipment was provided, and a
female intern was assigned to it. This
activity was completed in 2018.

Result 1.2

Plant 5000 duums with rain-fed local seeds

Provide 300 fariners and
beneficiaries of LWRM
program with Local Seeds

Local seeds were provided to 123
LWRM program beneficiaries. More
focus will be given to this activity in
the coming seasons.

Distribute local seeds to
1000 fariner-beneficiaries.

601 male and female farmers were
provided with stimmer and winter
local seeds, briiigiiig the total number
of project beneficiaries to 1384 male
and feinale farmers.
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Result 1.3

Conduct

Promote the use of local seeds among farmers

an

awareness

calnpaign on local seeds
and the importance of local
seeds.

Introduce new agricultural
techniques through 2 pilot
projects for small scale
farmers and women CBOs.
Result 2.1

TV spots were prepared and
published for the winter season 20 182019. A documentary film was
prepared on the seed bank, and 13
awareness workshops were held for
school stndents on local seeds and

their importance in addition to 5
practical training sessions.
This activity was conciuded, and 2
new agricultural techniques were
introduced to 2 agriculttiral wonien
CBOs.
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Introduce new seeds for preservation to increase the availableoptions
for local farmers

Conducting an extensive S items were collected during 2019
field survey and mapping of (beans. white micromeria, lettuce,
local seeds.
garlic, thyme) and 4 during 2018
(chamomile, saffron, cucuinber,
parsley) which are important to
collect, in addition to two items
(carrots. sage) in 2017 out of 10
items required. 7 other items not
highly requested were also collected,
these are: coriander, beets, cumin,
Hedge Mustard, black carway, anise
and Rocca.
Testing, reproducing and
preserving identified crops
to be available for fariners
cultivations.

%260

Hedge Mustard. Lettuce. Garlic and
thyme were all planted and
reproduced.

%133
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Result 2.2

Cooperation with Local academic institutions is strengthened

Provide iiitei’nship for 15
agronomist graduates in
Seed Bank units.

Eight new interijs were trained at the
Seed Bank and its units:

30 master sttidents receive
support in their study with
dissertations relevant to
local crops production,
preservation and analysis.

13 master studeuts’ theses were
followed. Defense sessions will be
held for a number of student of the
first group during this sernester and
the titles of the second group theses
will be disctissed for approval.

Result 2.3

Capacity Building for Staff

Staff training on Seed Bank
management, challenges

In 2019,4 SB staff members were
trained at
in

and best practices.

Netherlands.

Participation in
international and national
conferences and
workshops on local seed
preservation and
production
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participated in a conference in
France, and
participated in a
conference in Morocco in 2019.
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3. Implernented Activities:
3.1 Geological 1 nvestigation
After completing the geological investigation in the site in October 2018, see detailed geology
report that wa produced, the potentia location of the seepage and weakness zones have been
identified. in addition, location of rnonitoring boreholes as well as infiltration pits has also been
identified.

3.2 Drilling

Monitoring

Boreholes

Four monitonng boreholes was drilled outside
especiallv in the suspected weakness
and potential seepae zones mamlv the lefi and right contact pomis of dam bod with the
surrounding areas or strata However, one veI1 was placed right in the middie area in front of
:o make sure that no seepae from unclerneath the dam bodv exists at deeper levels
The coorduiates of the drilled boreholes are listed in Table (1 ) while the locations of the drilled
horeholes are shown in Fig (1).
Table (1) Exploration horeholes coordinares
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Monltonn2 of the boreholes revealed that no seepa2e Is recorded in the four boreholes this
season and therefore. it is not possihie to ude anv potential seepae from the east or svestern
part of the dam lake,

3.11 Filtration Pits
Two fihiration pits have been excavated one at the enstern edge of
lack and one al the
western edge, close to the conglomerate ZOflè: the more suspecte zone that it may have
potent tal seepage Infiltiat ton test was perfornied in the two pits The resuits obtained from the
tests is shown in Fiure 2 and 3 helow,

Figure 2 Filtration rate as recorded tn Pt t*1
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Figure 3: Filtration rate as recorded at Pit#2

—

As can be seen from hoth tests that water level has reached its steadv state after 130 minutes
which meaas that no more infiltration is expected after this time and depth to water rn the pits
is stabilized Infiltratton was rapid at the first 30 40 minutes then became steadier wtth time,
whjch indicates that both lateral and vertca1 infiltration is rathet hmited to a shorter distance
withm the soil profile and that the day content of soil acting as bartier
—

3.2.2 Excavation of Potential Seepage Areas

.vas exca’ated to check the lateral and vertical extension of the
conglotnetate zone withm the lake ajea Ii was Leahzed that ii is rathet ltmtied and most likelv
the conglomerate exists at higher elevation Thetefote, the excavated tench along the edge was
covered witli day from the accumulated day in the dam lake and the edge was then compacted
al nearlv 2 meters height to make sure that no seepage can occur at lower elevation, Ficure 6
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It was realized that sedimentation in the lake aiea kas reached more than 1.5 meter and almost
covered the antake of the maan pipe Thetefore It was decided to replace the intake witli a more
safe one that will ensure water outtiow from
to the agricuhural area Perforated pipe of 2
-

1

i..

meter were placed instead of the old pipe
whch was almost covered with sedaments Figure 7.

Activities

Figure 7: Rep1acin water intake at the dam lake

4. Planned

The planned activities during the coming period toward the end of the vear 2019
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1 instail Loggers for continuous water level

monitoring in

the lake

2. Conduct some preltmrnarv rehabalitat ton
3 Analvze the water level data from the logger: develop detailed monitoring report inciuding
conciusions for the rehahilitation as well as tender documents with costs.

5. Conckasion
1

Infikration of water as measured in the tnfihtration pits in both
was lirnited and reached steadv State afier short tarne

1 The lateral extent of the conglomerate fonnation doesnt reach lower elevatiort into the
and it stavs at rather S in elevation from the bottom of the lake

3. The
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was nearlv filled with sedirnents and was replaced
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Photos ofProject Interventions & Success Stones
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